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INTRODUCTION 

No. 9 

The alarming decline of wild animal populations, due to human activIty, 
presents a serious challenge to the modern zoological garden. Zoos must aim 
not merely at exhibiting rare animals but at establishing breeding groups of 
threatened species with a view to releasing their progeny when mankind has 
grasped the fundamental significance of wildlife. During the last twenty years 
great progress has been made in maintaining and breeding wild animals. 
Their life-span has been prolonged-for example, up to fifty years in anthro
poids-and breeding activity has been induced in many species which, although 
kept in pairs, formerly did not reproduce. I recall the first captive births of the 
Lowland gorilla (Columbus, Ohio, D.S.A. , 1956) and of the Great Indian 
rhinoceros (Basle, Switzerland, 1956). 

THE IMPORTANCE OF NUTRITION 

These advances may be attributed to research in different fields. Above all, it 
has been recognized that wild animals have virtually the same nutritional 
requirements as domestic animals. Modern husbandry paved the way to diet 
reform by demonstrating that domestic animals yield more if they are properly 
nourished. An examination of the traditional diets for zoo animals revealed 
them to be deficient in protein and other essential nutrients. At first glance it 
seems incredible that any breeding successes, however modest and of brief 
duration compared with the wild potential, were registered under the former 
system. A critical assessment of earlier records indicates that births occurred 
chiefly among animals indigenous to the steppes and, therefore, adapted to a 
fluctuating food supply. According to the season, the organism of the so-called 
grazer has to exist on poor dry fodder of little nutritional value and to make 
up for deficiencies during the period of herbaceous growth. The browsers of 
the tropical forests profit from a superabundance of vegetation all the year 
round and, as experience in zoological gardens has shown, are much less 
adaptable. 
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